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Principles of solar thermal vacuum technology 
 

Light energy delivered from the sun  in  the form of  radiation, passes  through the cold  environment of 
space, through our atmosphere, and onto the objects in our built environment here on earth’s surface. 

 
On  its way  here through  space  the only  form of  energy transfer possible   is  radiation (direct transfer 
through waves) because  there are not enough particles  (solids) or gasses  (fluids) for this energy to be 
conveyed by,  either;   conduction   (transfer  between   two  objects   of   different  temperature  touching 
together), Or convection (the transfer of heat through a fluid  via movement or current). 

 
Once  this  energy  enters  Earth’s  atmosphere  it begins   to be 
affected  by  the environment. Some  of  the energy is  reflected 
and some  is absorbed. The temperature of objects and particles 
the radiation lands  on is raised by this   energy input. This heat, 
being   energy can  be  conducted  through  contacting materials 
and  moved around by  convection through air and  liquids in our 
environment 

 
This  diagram (Left)  depicts  how  much   of  the  energy coming 
from  the  sun   is  ‘lost’  in  various  ways   before  we  have   the 
opportunity to harvest what is  left. The  LaZer2 solar thermal 
collector has been  developed to the point where it can convert around 93%  of radiation that is available 

at the earth’s surface, in the location and  surface area the 
collector is positioned, to usable  retained heat energy. This 
product is at the forefront of this technology, as extensive 
research and  development has discovered we are at the point 
of diminishing returns in collector performance. 

 
In order to understand  how  a  solar thermal  collector  works 
we need to consider some  of the physics. 

 
The Physics 

 
 
 
 

to something that is colder! 

To start off, heat is measured by  temperature and  only  flows 
one  way. You can’t make  something  hotter by  placing it next 

 
There are three ways  in which  heat energy can be transferred :- 

 
Conduction: The heat energy moves  through the material. A good  thermal conductor such as metal 

allows  heat energy to pass  quickly and  easily  through it. For example place  one  end  of an iron bar in a 
fire and  the other end  ( the bit you’re holding!) get hot quickly because  metal is a good  conductor  of 
heat. The  end  of  a  wooden pole  in  the same  situation can  be  held  for a  considerable period of  time 
because  wood  is a poor conductor of heat. All materials conduct heat in varying degrees and  surprisingly 
enough water is a poor conductor of heat which  allows  hot water in a cylinder to stay hot even  with cold 
water below  it. 

 
Convection;   here  the  heat  energy  is   carried  by   moving  the  material  with  its  heat  energy 

somewhere else. For example,  a radiator in  a room will  heat the air next to it, that air then rises and 
carries its heat around the room warming the whole  room. This is natural convection. Forced convection 
is  where the material say  for example the water in  a  boiler is  physically moved by  the pump   to the 
radiator where the    radiator then gets  hot. Because  of its very high  heat capacity  water is a very good 
medium for convecting heat from one place to another. 

 
Radiation:   this is the direct transfer of heat by the electromagnetic spectrum (Solar radiation). You 

can feel radiated heat coming off a fire. 
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In the case of a solar thermal panel  we are trying to heat above  the ambient temperature so conduction 
and  convection  will  work against  us by  taking heat from the panel  to the  outside  world.  In a vacuum 
there is no  material so no  conduction  and  no  convection!  The  inside  of  a vacuum tube has  no  physical 
connection to the ambient and therefore can not see what the ambient temperature is. 

 
The only  way  you  can get a higher temperature than ambient is by radiation therefore all solar collectors 
rely on Solar radiation! 
 
Mid summer, the suns out.  It is possible to cook an egg on a car bonnet, even in England, though the conditions need to 
be just right.   
 

On an  average day  with typically low  ambient air temperatures, caused   by  our  geography  and   
maritime  climate,  cool   air  flow passing  over the bonnet  of  a  car takes  away  the energy that is 
delivered by radiation from the sun, faster than it is absorbed (delivered and collected in the form of heat 
or temperature rise). 

 
A reason cooking the egg  is only  possible  during fair weather conditions is because  the heat losses 
through conduction and convection are not as dramatic under these weather conditions. 

 
 
In the past  before collectors  incorporate vacuum technology  (and still with some  flat plate collectors 
today) a good  performance from a solar collector was  only  possible  on fair days  similar to this one, due 
to the same  influencing factors and lack of modern technology. 

 
In our northern European climate the amount of  energy delivered from the suns  as direct radiation is 
very  similar to  hotter  climates  elsewhere,  and   so  by  using   vacuum  technology  in  the  design   and 
construction  of  our  solar  collectors,  we  are 
able  to utilise this energy with little variation 
in performance on colder days  or high  winds. 
In addition, due to the higher efficiencies that 
are  available  by  using   vacuum  technology, 
our systems are also  capable  of  utilising 
defused  or  secondary radiation  energy, 
allowing the system to harvest solar energy 
even  during overcast or cloudy  conditions. 

 
The ambient air temperature is negligible due 
the  vacuum  space   created   in   the  collector 
tube  construction,  both  isolating  and 
insulating the absorber area from the climatic 
environment. In the same  way  that radiation 
from the sun passes through the    vacuum of 
space, it passes  through the artificial   vacuum between 
the layers in  the tube and  is captured  by  the absorbers 
selective  coating. This  energy is trapped in  the collector 
and  so  increases its  absorber surface temperature 
significantly. This trapped energy is Conducted to the 
panel’s   internal  manifold  arrangement  and  transported 
away  to be deposited elsewhere by forced convection, 
through our insulated  and  sealed  circuit pipe  work. This 
capture of light energy (radiation from the sun) is 
proportional to the light quality the panel  is  exposed 
to and  can  work with virtually no  loss  in  efficiency 
to the collector in cold weather conditions. 
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Whilst  being   a  top  ten  contender  in  the  collector  performance table,  the  LaZer2 collector  also  has 
additional technological  advancements  which  set  it apart from its competitors. Specifically addressing 
all  areas of  the system  which   contribute to combined system  performance, and  not just  focusing on 
collector performance alone. 

 
The LaZer2 collector’s  internal manifold has been  developed to maximise efficiency when  extracting the 
energy from the collectors  with the minimum of  losses. It  incorporates  among other things,  a  direct 
series manifold arrangement whereby each panel, comprising of 9 vacuum collector tubes, designed such 
that the heat transfer fluid  passes through the length of each collector tube twice and all 9 tubes in turn, 
before it  joins  the  flow   pipe   work  stretch.  This  enables   an  enhanced temperature  change   in  each 
circulation of  the system. This  also  increases turbulence and  surface area the fluid  comes  into contact 
with, within the collector’s  manifold and  so  enhances the efficiency of  temperature exchange between 
the conducting profile, manifold U-tube and heat transfer fluid. This design  is unique to the LaZer2 panel 
and  enables   the system  to focus   the  energy towards  the  desired heat  destination,  and  reduce  the 
retention  of  usable   energy  in  the  panel   material  mass,  making  the  LaZer2 panel   more  thermally 
responsive. 

 
Multiples of panels  are grouped together in a bank/array to achieve  the system size desired for any given 
application. Examples of the arrangements that are possible  can be seen in the following sections, under; 
Applications and Utility, and in Sizing  of Systems. 

 

Applications and Utility 
 

There are lots of ways  that solar thermal energy can  be used. The most common application  is to heat 
water for washing and  cleaning. This  can  be on  domestic,  commercial and  industrial scales, with public 
buildings, businesses and  home  owners cited as being  in the best position to maximise the opportunities 
available. 

 
Hotels, hospitals, educational buildings, offices  and  factories are all typically looking to make  savings to 

their running costs and often have  very large demands for hot water provision. 

 
 

We have  extensive experience in providing solutions for projects of this kind  and due to the modular way 
in  which  the Lazer2 collector  can  be  increased in  number to suit energy demand characteristics;  it is 
ideally suited  to  cater for  both the smaller domestic  installations  as  well   as  large scale  commercial 
projects. 
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Other suitable applications include heating swimming pools  and other large volumes of water such as for 
 

 
 

industrial processes. 
 

The  LaZer2 collector  can  be utilised in  many  ways. Typically it is used  to 
indirectly heat a stored  water volume in a vessel  via  an internal coil, or it                                           i  s 
used  to heat the secondary water volume via  a heat exchanger. In some 
instances  it is used  to heat a heat storage  medium/volume  which  in  turn 
has further exchanges to either heat exchangers or extraction coils. Phase 
heating of different volumes of water is also possible  depending on the 
application   priorities  and   this  is   often  referred  to  as   pre-heating  or 
buffering. 

 
A typical solar hot water heating system  consists  of an indirect hot water 
cylinder, with internal heat exchange coils  fitted for each  of  the heating 
circuits, as can be seen here in this diagram. (right) 

 
An  alternative is to have  a pre-heating/ 
pre-feeding arrangement, whereby two vessels  are installed in tandem. 
In this arrangement the flow  of  water passes  through both cylinders, 
with heat input occurring in  each  in  turn before going  to the outlets 
(taps/showers).  An  example  of  how   this  can  be  achieved  is  shown 
here. (left) 

 
Heating  swimming 
p o o l s  w i t h  t h e 

LaZer2 solar thermal  system  offers  huge   savings  on 
energy costs compared with conventional fuels  used  to 
do this, and so these systems can achieve  very short 
payback  periods.  The  typically  seasonal   use  of 
swimming   pools    in    northern   Europe   makes    pool 
heating a very suitable  application  for this technology. 
A layout showing the pool  pumping and  filtration 
equipment  required  for  all  swimming  pools,  coupled 
with an inline  solar heat exchanger and a conventional inline  boiler heat exchanger can be seen here (on 
the right). The  setting on  the boiler system  in  this example would  ensure the desired comfort level  is 
reached whenever owner/user wishes  to take a swim. The LaZer2 solar thermal system is able  to utilise 
all available solar yield  to heat the pool  water and satisfy the boiler temperature control thermostat. This 
set  up  allows  the heat input from the sun  to be used  to off-load the work otherwise done  by  the boiler, 
and to prevent additional heat from the boiler from being  required for the majority of the time. 

 
The LaZer2 system is versatile and can be used  for all sorts of purposes. Heat stored for other purposes 

is common and bespoke  service systems can be designed to lower running costs and offset CO2 for many 
different client demands and  objectives  (Heat). Heat  stores  are popular for many  reasons but they are 
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not ideally suited for providing the best  performance for a standard  hot water system. Advantages  they 
do have  include hydraulic separation and multi utility flexibility. 

 
Although some  clients wish  to use solar 
thermal technology to provide space 
heating,  this  application   is   not  well 
suited to the characteristics of solar 
thermal  technology. This  is  partly due 
to the nature of solar gains  being  most 
abundant  during  the  low  demand 
periods for space heating. The ability to 
achieve  some  benefit by contribution 
towards    space    heating    i s    easily 
achievable, however as  a  viable   space 
heating energy source any  solar thermal system would  have  to be dramatically 

over sized  to satisfy demand during the coldest and  darkest winter months, and  would  therefore be is a 
constant  state of over production during the bright summer and  shoulder months. This strategy of over 
sizing  a system  does  not make  financial sense, and  so unless  sufficient demand exists  to constructively 
utilise the energy available from the system, the additional outlay required for the purchase, installation 
and maintenance of an oversized and incompatible system is not advocated. 

 
Where a logical  sizing  justification exists, it may  then, in addition create opportunity to utilise the energy 
available in  alternative  but similarly effective ways. For example;  we  often  encourage our clients  to 
incorporate the capacity  to heat domestic  hot water when  designing a system  for heating a swimming 
pool, as this is a very sensible  additional utilisation for the energy that will  be available from the solar 
system. 

 
Typically we look  to allocate between 55-85 litres of dedicated stored water to be heated by each  m2 of 
LaZer2 collector  aperture, each  day  in  an  indirect hot water cylinder. This  ratio is capable  of  producing 
between   55-85%  of   the  HW   demand  anticipated  in   a   domestic 
dwelling, depending on the inhabitant’s usage  patterns. Although 
variations in usage  and weather conditions will  account for variations in 
system  performance, the LaZer2 Collector  and  solar system  is capable 
of  making the most effective use  of  the solar energy available at any 
given  time. 

 
It is  important to appreciate  the capabilities  and  limitations of  a  well 
designed solar system. Due  to our modern expectations  and  the level 
of  comfort we  have  become   used  too, the majority  of  solar thermal 
systems  are connected  to heat water with all  available solar energy, 
whilst a secondary energy source is incorporated to ensure the desired 
temperature and recovery periods we have  become  used too are 
maintained. Solar thermal systems  are designed to be  super efficient, 
whilst  traditional  heat  sources generally prioritise  effectiveness  over 
efficiency. As these traditional water heating systems are capable  of 
heating  water  in  a  very  short  period of  time  and   on  demand,  the 
heating  characteristics  of  a  well   designed solar  system  is  sometimes  miss   perceived  as  ineffective, 
immediately  following  a  peak   demand period or  over night  when   solar  gain   is  not  available. Many 
traditional water heating systems have  raised expectations by the almost instant release of energy from 
primarily  nuclear power or fossil  fuels  allowing water to be  heated  instantly on  demand. Quality solar 
thermal systems take into to account the duration of light energy available and the demand for hot water 
throughout the year and  so are sized  to achieve  the desired quantity of water heating with the minimal 
of equipment outlay. Should  an increase or decrease in the hot water demand occur the perceived 
effectiveness of the solar system can often be affected. 

 
Depending on  the priorities set  by  the client, and  using  the LaZer2 collector, we  can  tailor a system  to 
best  suit needs   of  the  buildings end  users.  Also  by  working  closely   with  mechanical and  electrical 
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consultants we regularly find  the right balance  between ensuring a building service provision is achieved 
with the minimal use  of  conventional  fuel  sources, thus maximising the utility  of  free, environmentally 
friendly solar energy. 
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Mounting options 
 
The wide  range of conditions presented by the projects encountered can be reduced to several types of 
mounting system by familiar characteristics and the sub-sections contained by them. These are detailed 
in the next section. 

 
Pitched roofs 

 
Pitched roofs require pitched roof fixings. Here is a sample  of the typical pitched roof fixings available 
for the LaZer2 collector. 

 
Truss Straps for tiles 

 
Wood to metal dowels 

 
Seam  Clamps  for seam  roofs 

 
Top hat profile for composite sheet roofs 

 
Due to the vast diversity of pitched roofing materials and systems we employ various methods of 
securing equipment in 
place. It is of course 
paramount that we 
transfer loads  safely  to 
the structure without 
compromising the 
integrity of the 
construction envelope. 
This is why  we 
invariably attempt to 
pass through the title 
courses, fixing directly 
to the load bearing 
structure without 
impeding the tiles 
function. Due to the 
wide  range of tile types 
that we encounter, we 
have  several profiles of 
fixing brackets in our 
arsenal. Typically they 
will  be made  from 
either; stainless steel, 
or aluminium, this is for 
strength and longevity 
and in each case will  be 
tested to be fit for 
purpose. Due to the 
nature of certain roof 
coverings, it is 
necessary in some 
instances to penetrate 
roofing materials. This 
can be done  carefully following our tried and tested methods to ensure the resulting integration of 
materials, continues to perform as well as it did prior to the penetration being undertaken. All our workmanship is 
covered by our labour warrantee (*see warrantees section for details). 
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Flat roof, Free standing or ground mounted 
 
The LaZer2 collectors can be mounted in many ways. The modular design makes them very versatile and system sizing 
is increased in multiples of panel units. The panel units can be arranged in numerous ways, as can be seen in the 
photographs which  provide visual  examples of the compatible mounting systems available. 

 
Flat roof options 

 
There are two options available when  planning to install collectors to a flat roof top. These are either; to 
fix them to the construction in some  way, Or, to use an arrangement of carefully calculated ballast 
material, positioned to resist the wind  loading conditions possible  in the installation location. We have 
had extensive experience is providing solutions that work well  in both situations. The loading of a 
structure and the feasibility of 
achieving a suitable fixing are 
the main  influences effecting 
which  option is most suitable 
for the project in hand. The 
additional ballast loading is 
not extreme due to the 
tubular nature of the 
collectors allowing wind  to 
pass between them, however 
it can be an issue for close 
consideration, particularly if 
being  implemented on a 
retrofit/refurbishment of an 
existing building, or applying 
this technology to a building 
in the late stages of design/ 
construction. 

 
Fixed flat roof arrays require 
physical connection to the 
building by high  tensile bolts 
or other positive secured 
fixing. Examples are shown 
here in this montage of 
previously completed 
installations. 
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Ballasted arrays are popular 
because  they don’t require any fixings 
to be passed  through the finished roof 
materials. Providing the structure and 
roof covering material is suitable, this 
tends to be the favoured method of 
ensuring collectors can resist wind 
loading and so remain in the 
position intended.  It is common to 
use sacrificial layers of material to 
separate the ballast blocks  from the 
roof coverings, in order to avoid 
wear and tear otherwise caused 
through different rates of thermal 
expansion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ground mounting options include ballast but more commonly incorporate ground mounting posts 
which are driven into the ground like  piles. The benefits of this system are that it can be used on land 
with no permanent environmental effects. Options extras include a terram and shingle covered area 
below the panels  to ensure low maintenance by removing the need to trim weeds  and grasses under and 
around the ground mounted panel  arrays. 
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Tracked Arrays: The LaZer2 collectors can be supplied along  with a bespoke  solar tracking system 
which  can achieve  unparalleled performance when  compared with alternative arrangements. These 
systems are suited to overcome space limitations by maximising the yield  from fewer panels. This 
system is expensive due to the equipment required and additional maintenance involved, but may  be the 
only  option in certain circumstances where the requirement to achieve  a given  yield  from renewable 
sources is paramount to a projects viability. Here are some  example photographs of systems we have 
installed in the past. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
General 

 
We have  extensive experience with various building 
types, materials and fixing systems. We are able to 
engineer bespoke  options for unique projects as well  as 
share the benefit of this experience with any designers or 
specifies at the earliest stages of a new project or 
retrofit. We are also keen  to keep  our eyes open  to new 
and improved technology, and so will  often work closely 
with designers and roofing specialists to make  sure 
where possible  that we use brand compatible materials 
and systems to maintain existing warrantees and ensure 
compatibility. We can provide structural loading 
calculations if the client is not in a position to undertake 
these checks. We are insured to carry out design  work, 
however are happy  to provide product specific  design 
input and support to an overall building/project design, 
as this can sometimes be the most cost effective option 
for our client/clients representative, depending on the 
structure of the project/contract. LaZer2 collectors can 
be hung  vertically from a wall  or laid flat with a lower 
reduction in performance than would  result from doing 
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this with alternative designs of collector. For m ore details please contact  our offices and ask to speak to 
a technical advisor. 

 
Technical Data 

 
- Independent testing by SPF Institut FUr Solarechnik  verifies  the LaZer2 product to be in the top six, 

highest performing, commercially available  collectors in the market place, and, until recent  years it has 
been the highest performing vacuum  tube collector  of its kind. 

 
 
 
 
 

Dat:a Sheet: 
 

LaZer2 Solar Thermal Collector 
 

Overview 
 

The  UK   desi:gned   a nd  manufactured  LaZer2 collector  has 
been developed to deliver the maxim.....,  amount: of thermal 
energy. Independent: t:esu: carried  out by a leading Europea.n 
research institute (1nstitut fUr Solart:echni:k  SPF) have shown 
that: the LaZer2 solar collector out-performs aiJ  of our major 
competitors"' produas*1 • 

 
Because we   real'ise   that  reliability    is  as  mportant:   as 
perlOrmance.. the  LaZer2 coleaor  has been designed  to operate for at least 25-yea.rs  with no loss of 
performance and to  require no sched uled  maintenance. To ensure  total confidence  in  the  coJiector's 
reliability aD LaZer2 vacuu m tubes are covered by a 2S-year warranty. ,. 

 
If the   LaZer2"s unparalleled   perfo·rrnanc-e  and reliabili'ry isn"t:  enough..  t:hen  the co lector's sieek  
and compact desi:gn  really  sets it  apart from the com it:ion. An  all-black anodised alumini um frame 
means mi_nimum visual impact... whilst the unique manifold--end allows aJI  unsightly pipes_.. i:nsuJation and 
cables to be comple"tely hidden from view. 

 
Design 

 
The all>-glass  design of the  LaZer2 vacuum  t:ubes (evacuated 
tUbes) means that: you no longer have t:o wony about: collector 
failure. In traditional  vacuum t:u be coiJector  designs the glass- 
metal  seal can fail due t:o the varying expansion/contraction of 
the two materials. By el:iminating  t::he g'lass-met:al seaJ  we have 
eliminated 'the risk of vacuum loss. 

 
Our   >93% efficient: vacuum tubes  are  ideal for climates  like 
those  of    the  UK    as  they  are  virtually unaffected  by  ai r 
t:ernper.Jture or  wind-dlill...   with   no  noticeable  variation  in 
performance whether the ambient t:empoerat::tre is 0°C or 3-00C. 

 
The LaZer2 coll:ector incorporates horizontally  mount:ed vacuum 
wbes  with a   eutved  collecting surface.   The   col1ector   ca n 
therefore  be mounted off  of  the optim um angle yet: still a bsorb 
the  same a.mount:  of   energy. This  design   alows  a  consun:t 
aperture to be maintained to t:he sun.. in  order t:o maldmise solar 
gain. By a utomaticall y compensating fo·r the change in the sun...s 
angie throughot:he year, more' usefuf  energy can  be gained. 

 
The LaZer2 collector features a un.ique al umini um heat: sink and 
a di rect-wau-r. serial-manifold.A  di rea-wate.r  manifold is more 
efficient t:han  a hea't-pipe man5fold because it does not  require 
an i n-direct  transfer of energy, which will atways. lead  to some 
loss of energy. In a collector with a serial-manifold, the transfer 

fluid passes through each vacuum tube in series rather than  just in and out of a single tube. This means 
the flui:d moves much faster as it  has further t:o n-avel (38m  in  a LaZer2 coUeaor).The  increased speed 
means more t:urbuJence  and a distinct i mprovement in 
heat: transfer. 

 
Operation 

 
Solar energy penetrates the glass and is absorbed by the 
specially selected coating on the collecting surface,. Once 
absorbed the energy  Is uapped inside t:he tube by the 
vacu um. The tr ique al uminium heat-sink   transfers the 
trapped energy to   the   advanced  internal  manifold, 
directly heating the transfer Auid. 

 
c:..r--------------j --, 

 
•-•.:cu::...-.r....,    ..,.t-.dtllldude(bUltloCl-. .., . ..,_ 110).;. .OPe. Sd'l.c.c:,t,_. s.,.._.dQw. SO•iwwiiU....SloiDioii!:ID'Ot'l11•••   -=..,.,.,....,. 

Ol)o...suiZMli ._d_.... .,..,...dJS..,..s. 
 
 
 
Sizing of systems 

 
To specify  the size of a system  we use the results  from extensive  testing, and the experience gained 
through  the review  of previously installed systems, to apply understanding to various  system designs. 
Some general rules of thumb  can be seen at the bottom of this section. Please be aware that  these may 
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not be ideally suited to all scenarios, and so it is important to understand the demands and usage 
patterns of the building and its occupants before committing to specifying volumes and quantities of 
equipment. 

 
Assistance to do this can be sought from our specification engineers and technical review staff who are 

available for consultation on such matters to the benefit of project planners of all types. It is advised that 
the details of any project enquiries be sent to our team, who  will  offer the best product specific  solution 
available based  on the information available at the time. 

 
As with all projects, success often relies on the priorities of the intended design  being  clearly defined so 
these can be married with the operational characteristics of solar thermal technology, to achieve  the best 
performance from the resulting integration of systems. 

 
Factors that often influence the sizing  of a system, which  are often divisive to the performance targets of 
a text book  system include; space limitations of plant areas, planning and building regulations targets 
which  stipulate a percentage/quantity of energy to be achieved from renewable sources, and the peak 
demand and recovery target rates required of conventional fossil  fuel  fired systems which  can remain un 
exercised compared with the sporadic solar yield  characteristics which  can reach and exceed  their design 
capabilities on a regular basis in correlation with the weather conditions. 

 
A typical LaZer2 system is capable  of producing somewhere between 65-95% of the energy required for 
heating hot water in domestic buildings and achieve  a payback period through energy savings alone  of 
between 7-10 years. With a design  life which  well  exceeds  25 years, this makes  for a very viable  addition 
to any building regardless of additional; moral, environmental and financial motives which  may  effect 
someone’s discussion. Some  customers who are more aware of the system characteristics and can be 
more flexible with their water usage  patterns are able to avoid  using  any other heat source for the 
majority of the year. In buildings where the demand requirements are prioritised over the availability of 
free renewable energy, such as hospitals and commercial food  preparation facilities, it is common that 
the supply of hot water on demand is ensured by conventional means  whilst the solar is set up as a 
supplementary system to offset the maximum amount of fuel  it can for the initial investment. 

 
The first item to tackle when  sizing  a system for domestic premises is what the stored hot water volume 
should  be. This will  typically be 180ltrs<250ltrs in most 2-4 bed homes  in the UK. It would  be 
recommended that any replacement cylinder be sized in accordance with this convention. For this size 
range of hot water system it would  be recommended that 2<3 LaZer2 collectors be installed to heat the 
stored volume via an internal lower coil and the conventional heat source (boiler) be connected to 
provide supplementary/backup heating via a second  internal upper coil. This format is most appropriate 
for homes  and assumes  that the cylinder volume will  be draw off and refilled for the most part on a daily 
basis. This approach can be scaled  up for larger buildings such as university halls  of residence, hotels or 
apartment blocks  with centralised plant, as the typical volumes and usable  patterns are comparable with 
self contained domestic properties. 

 
In offices  and educational buildings, the use of hot water is likely to be slightly different and for the most 
part will  be during normal working hours. The volumes used for cleaning and in catering facilities will 
become  the peak  demands and had washing facilities will  make  up the remaining demands. The size of 
the solar system will  revolve around the realistic daily  quantity of hot water used by the building, and the 
number of collectors will  be chosen  in order that this volume is heated to the desired temperature on a 
daily  basis for the majority of the year. 

 
Because  the design  of the LaZer2 collector is such that the variation in performance throughout the year 
is due to the number of daylight hours and the clarity of light available, there are inevitably differences 
between the winter months and the rest of the year. The sizing  of the system must take into account this 
and accept that in the winter months there may  be a need to supplement solar heat with a conventional 
heat source, and in the summer the yield  may  exceed  the demand on occasion. It is important to get the 
balance  right so as to provide as much  of the hot water possible  without losing  efficiency through the 
system preventing the use of available solar energy because  the stored hot water is too hot to apply 
further heating to it. 
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There is a balance  between efficiency and effectiveness that needs  to be evaluated and targeted when 
considering the number of panels  and volume of water to be heated. 

 
Effectiveness = the volume of water achieving or exceeding the desired minimum temperature in line 
with the demands of the occupants of the building. 

 
Efficiency = putting to best effect, all the energy available from the sun in order to offset the maximum 
amount of energy otherwise obtained from conventional fuel  sources, for the minimum of equipment 
cost. 

 
Where the balance  between the number of collectors (which equate to approx 1m2 each) and the stored 
water volume falls  below  65ltrs/m2 there is a likelihood of an unusable surplus of solar energy, produced 
from the equipment during the summer months. This problem can be overcome if the design  takes into 
account that the volume used each day is greater than 65ltrs/day resulting in a larger volume to be 
heated by solar each day. On the other hand  if the stored volume exceeds  85ltrs/day/m2 of collector, 
then the system is less likely to achieve  the required usable  temperature other than in idyllic conditions 
during the summer months. 

 
In buildings where the temperature of a volume of water is required to be constant for the hot water 
system to work effectively, such as in some  systems which  incorporate heat stores or where legionella 
threats are considered very high. It is not very effective to incorporate solar thermal technology without 
having a rethink of the existing system design. This is because  the capacity for solar to add heat to 
water is not available if the water is already at the maximum safe temperature allowed by the system. 
The efficiency of the solar system is enhanced by a daily  draw off and replacement of the cylinder 
volume with cooler water. In hospitals and other types of public  service buildings which  have  this 
scenario, the LaZer2 system can be configured to pre-heat water which  enters the primary calorifier, 
allowing the primary calorifier and secondary return circuits to operate at higher temperatures between 
peak  demand periods.  Due to the slower recovery rate of solar compared with other heat sources, and 
the lower differential temperature between the primary and secondary sides of the solar heat input 
exchanger, stratification is often utilised to allow  the hottest water to be available to the outlets whilst 
the coolest water to be introduced and remain near the heat input location for longer. Many industrial or 
commercial hot water systems incorporate de-stratification in order to enhance the volume of water 
available for use and the reduce the potential for bacterial hazards. The LaZer2 system can be configured 
to achieve  these priorities whilst also enabling the solar to work effectively providing some  basic changes 
are made  to the conventional hot water systems operation philosophy, and the volumetric demands of 
the property are attainable within the confines of the plant location. 

 
When  designing a system for heating a swimming pool  it is again  important to consider the intended 
result related to the achievable performance of different sizes of system. Here in the UK, for a typical 
below  ground swimming pool  of modern construction, average depth 1.5m, 30%  of the pool  surface area 
would  be sufficient to provide a suitable level  of heat input to reach desirable temperatures (26<30°C)for 
what is considered to be the average British swimming season  (May to September). For pools  with no 
other heat source, or pools  with constructed such that greater than average temperature losses will  be 
experienced, it is recommended that the percentage be increased to 50%  or the surface area. Indoor 
pools  which  are well  insulated (modern) it can be sufficient to reduce the area of solar collectors to as 
low as 15<25% of the surface area. Often budget will  affect the size of system chosen, but heating 
swimming pools  can often be the most efficient use of solar thermal technology due to the relatively 
large losses and large volume of water they contain. 
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Studies/ Example Systems 
 
 

Tower Hotel: Solar Thermal 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Global  Grange Ltd are completing their new 5 star hotel in the heart of central London  and have 
incorporated solar technology in the design  to great effect. Working alongside ‘De2’  (design and 
engineering consultants), ‘SolarUK Ltd’ have  designed, supplied and installed, a 140  collector LaZer2 
solar thermal system, which  will  provide solar heated water for the hotel guests and will  aid in reducing 
the carbon footprint of the building. The finished building will  also benefit from a 49.4kWp photovoltaic 
electricity generating system, and will  boast some  of the most sustainable and energy-saving features 
anywhere in the city. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The New Grange hotel launched in 2011  is sited within the Tower Bridge district, close to many  of the 
popular tourist attractions including the Tower of London. The system is supplying hot water to the hotel 
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guests who fill  the 370  rooms it has to offer. 
 
 
This system heats around 7200-Ltrs water each day for showering, washing hands  and cleaning. It is a 
prime example of how  solar thermal technology can be used to great effect on virtually any scale 
provided careful consideration is applied to its integration with the existing building services. 

 

 
As MCS accredited installers, using  the Lazer2 collector which  holds  BBA approval; a system such as this 
is eligible to receive the RHI and so could  yield  an income of around £9000 a year in addition to the 
energy cost saving  achieved which  has an estimated value  of £3150 each year, compared against the 
cost of gas. This equates to a reduction in CO2 of 20.16 tonnes each year. 

 

This kind  of system makes  an attractive financial option to our clients whilst helping projects to meet 
their building regulatory requirements at the same  time. 

 
 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------For 
more information on the LaZer2 Solar Collectors and other innovative solar hot water solutions please 

contact SolarUK on +44 (0)797 252 654 or email info@solaruk.co 
 
 
 
 

 
 

www.SolarUK.com 

mailto:info@solaruk.co
http://www.solaruk.com/
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Leatherhead: Police  Federation 
 

The  Police  Federation building in  Leatherhead was  designed to  incorporate solar  panels  to  provide hot  water and 
heating for  the  swimming pool.   Because  of the  limited roof  space the  LaZer2  panels  very  high  output per m2 allowed 
the  building to  meet the  strict requirements imposed on  it by  planning regulations.  According to  EN12975-1, the 
LaZer2  panel  yields 893kw/m2  per annum. This  is the  highest recorded using  the  European tests. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

For more information on the LaZer2 Solar Collectors and other innovative solar hot water solutions 
please contact SolarUK on +44 (0)1797 252 654 or email info@solaruk.co 

 
www.SolarUK.com 

mailto:info@solaruk.co
http://www.solaruk.com/
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Appendix 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPROVED PRODUCT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Certificate No: MCS BBA 0050 
 
 

Technology: MCS 004 Solar Collectors 
 
 

Product: LaZer2 Vacuum Tube Solar Collector 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Solar UK Lid 
Commons Wood Farm 

Hastings Road 
Northiam 

East Sussex 
TN31 6HY 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The 88A (Briti$h Board of Agrement) has issued thisMicrogenerolion Certifiootion Scheme  IMCSJ Certificate k> 
ille company and produd named ci>o.e,;n <ecognffion of compl;once of ille product w;f, theMCSSch.me 
Roqui"'""'"ls10< IM io<h nology namod above. 
On behalf of ille British Boon!of .t/ 

 
Oo eol ;,.ue:11 No.embe<2010 G<egCoopec 

O.;el Exea.tive 

TbalEAu oUWo:::oucilud'CCI!1diwt.:xtlxxly - Nll:!lbur I13.iwJdJhuCWllll!ll.scxp doc:aocit:to.nbpolooCOI1ll't:ct.:xe: 
p.l voiho L«AS.ltnl:o.n 1.-'-a IBA wub.t.looJ  www.hbro::Gd.s.co.ul: 

 
 
 

Bntish Boo<d ol Ag"'ment    !El  01 Q23 665300 
Budnols lone    lax 0I Q23 66530 I 
Gaslon,Wotford 
Herts WD25 QBA   

C2010  
e--mod mo!l@bbo slor eo uk 

webs1ie www bbocerts CXI uk 

http://www.hbro::Gd.s.co.ul/
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The Renewable Heat Incentive 
 
Financial support for renewable heat technologies 

 
The Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) is a new Govenunentenvirorunental progranune designed to increase the uptake 
ofrenewatleheat technologies by providing incentive payments to eligible generators ofrenewable heat (Solar) and 
producers ofbiomethane 

 
The Gas and Electricity Markets Authority (Ofgem) is responsible for 
implementing and administering the RHI on behalf of the Government. 

 
 
 
 
 

Who can get RHI payments: 
 
 

1 a producer of biomethane 
 

2  an owner of an installation which generates heat providing: 
 
 
 

/ the applicant is the owner of the installation 
 

/ the installation is of an eligible technology type and size 
(see table) 

 
/ installation of the plant was completed and first commissioned on 

or after 15 July 2009 
 

/ the heat must be used for space, water  or process heating 
 

/ the heat must be used in a building 
 

/ the installation has not received, and will not receive, a grant 
from public funds. 

 
/ the plant must be new at the time of installation 

 
/ the heating system must use a liquid or steam to deliver heat 

 
/ for installations of 45kWth and below,the equipment and 

installer must be certified under the MicroGeneration 
Certification Scheme (MCS) (or equivalent) 

 

/ the installation does not serve a single domestic premises 
 
 
 
 
 

How to apply: 
 

You should apply to Ofgem using our  online system,accessible via 
the Ofgem RHI webpage. Paper application methods will be 
available for prospective participants who are unable to access the 
internet. 
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Apply at: www.ofgem.gov.uklrhi 

http://www.ofgem.gov.uklrhi/
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Eligible technologies and support levels 
Revised 1 April 2012 

 

Tariff name Eligible technology Eligibl e si zes Tariff rate 
(penceii<Wh) 

Small biomass Solid biomass; Municipal Less than Tier 1:8.3 
 Solid Waste (incl. Combined 

Heat and Power) 
200 kWth  

Tier 2:2.1 
 

Medium biomass   

200 kWth to (but not 
 

Tier 1:5.1 
  including) 1.000 kWth  
   Tier 2:2.1 
 

Large biomass   

1,000 kWth and above 
 

1 

 
Small heat 

 
Ground-source heat pumps; 

 
Less than 100 kWth 

 
4.7 

pumps Water source heat pumps; 
geothermal 

  

Large heat pumps  100 kWth and above 3.4 

Solar thermal Solar thermal Less than 200 kWth 
 

8.9 

Biomethane Biomethane injection and 
 

Biomethaneall scales, 
 

7.1 
 biogas combustion,except biogas combustion  
 from landfill gas <200 kWth  

 

 
 

Metering: 
Participants must provide meter readings to enable us to calculate 
the amount of eligible heat generated, or eligible methane 
biomethane 
injected, each quarter. 

 
 
 

Supporting  documents you may need to provide: 
 

 
-./  bank details for payment 

 
-./  details about the plant exists 

(e.g. commissioning certificate/invoices of purchase) 
 

-./  certificate proving your meters meet the Class 2 Measuring 
Instruments Directive (MID) requirements 

 
-./  a clear schematic diagram of your heating system 

 
-./  an independent metering report 

(for complex installations over 45kW) 
 

Renewable Heat Premium Payment: 
Domestic renewable heat generators may be eligible for the 
Renewable Heat Premium Payment (RHPP) which is being 
administered by the Energy Saving Trust (EST). Please visit 
their website at www.energysavingtrust.org.ukir p. 
Further information: 
RHI Regulations legislation.gov.uk. 
RHI Policy d..,UD>enl www.decc.gov.ukirhi. 
RHI FaetSheel www.afgem.gov.uio'rhi. 

http://www.energysavingtrust.org.ukir/
http://www.decc.gov.ukirhi/
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RHI Guidan<ed..,UD>enlwww.afgem.gov.ukirhi 

http://www.afgem.gov.ukirhi/


 

...,..........-....... 

 
 

Boost your cash flow 
Enhanced Capital Allowances (ECAs) are a straightforward way for a business 
to improve its cash flow through accelerated tax relief. 

 
 
 
The  Enhanced Capital Allowance 
scheme for energy-saving technologies 

Tt!e ECA Scheme for Energy Saving T&ehnologiea 
ancourages busi nesaes to invest in energy-saving plant 
or machinery specified on the Energy Technology list 
(IETU which is managed by the Carbon Trust on beh.alf 
o(Government. 

The ECAscllame allow8 busi nesses to write off tAe wllole 
cost of the equi pment against taxable profits i n the vsar 
of purchase. This can provide a cash Uow boost a nd an 
incentive to invest in energy-savi ng equipment which 
normallycarries a price premium when compared to less 
11ff1Cient altamativa'S.. The Ellspecifies the anergy-saving 
t chnologies that are incl uded in the ECA schema. 

So if your business pays corporation or income tax at 
28%,every £10,000 spent on qualif ying equipment wou ld 
reduce ita tax bill in the year of purcha:se by £2,800.In 
contrast,for every £10,000 spent,tile generally available 
capital allowance for spending on pla nt and 

machinery'would reduce your business's tax bill in the 
year of purchase by £560. In other words,an ECA can 
provide a cash flow boost of £2,240 for every £10,000 tr: 
spends in the year of pu rchase•. 

Loss-making companies can now also  realise the tax 
baflefit of their investment in Ell qualif ying technologies 
with Pay.1ble ECAs by surrenderi ng lossas attri butable to 
ECAs in returnfora cash payment from tile Government. 

Theamount payableto any company claiming payable 
ECAs will be expressed as 19"'of t he loss that is 
su rrendered.So if a company surrendena loss of 
£100.000, the Payable ECA it will receive is £19.000. 
Payable ECAs will,however.be capped. The maximum 
credit claimable islimited by the total of the company's 
PAYE and National lnsurar"ICe payments for the yea r in 
which the deim is maode or, if greater,£250,000. 

1Auurning..........baoAn......tln,._lm...,IAUo-"""sjAIAJ.,_Ilcftltzlk...,,thood nd;.of a n.cb:ing '-'-,....a.,.A <orn.poo...,.OIII 
......,!;CA& inaddilioon  oAih,lhe...t.yiftar.!,""inog 101.t""""'"'r-.:lt.ax..........,e. 
>r;:c.u1 t..x rdio{,oolbe,.iono lul'lh«w.,.,liel;,t.rour-r,..n...ll''""'""''*'ot<:apil..•.............,.""""'nolpr""'""""100'1'wc""""f 

1<11'-e is a baiMceofopendingll>c.rry fo........::IOfllbereductngb.oLI"""balilfor rHef iooiMeryears. 

1. Check it's on the Energy Technology List 
 

The Energy Technology list (ETL) is comprised of two 
lists; the energy technology criteria lin!ETCL) and 
anergy tech nology ptodutt list tETPL). The ETCL 
presen ts the energysavi ng performanea criteria that 
ECA qualif ying equipment must meet. Whereas the 
ETPL is a register of prod ucts that have been assessed 
as being compliant with ETCL criteria. 

Ughting equipment and pi pework insulation are oot listed 
Gn the ETPl.Spendi ng on lighting equipment and 
pipework insulation which meetsETCloeriteria can qualify 
fer an ECA. Businessesshould seek confirmation from 
ltteir lig hting or pipawork i nsulation instalet"that tile 
aquipment complies with ETCL criteria prior to purchase. 

Component baa.ed a utomatic monitoring a nd targeting 
tAMT) eq ui pment and combined heat and power(CHP) 
equipment are also not listed on the ETPL HoW9ver, i n 
these instances busi nesses are required to verif y ECA 
compliance by having thei r equi pment design assessed 
and a OECC certificate of enSI"gy-efficiancy issued. 
Further i nforma tion on how to do this can be found on 
the Ca rbon Trust website under claiming an ECA at 
www.carbontrust.co.uklaca 

For ell oth81" technologies,productsare listed on tile ETPL 
The ETPL listso-ver 15,000 enet"gy-saving products and 
you can check to see if you r purchase qualifies by visiting 
-w.carbontrust.co.uk/eca 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reduce your operating costs 

 

Businesses are ohen tempted to opt for equipment with 
the lowut purchasecosL Such immediate cost savings 
often Pf"OYII to be a falM economy.Conaidaring tha 
future opwating coil o4 dote equipment b.fora inYHting 
tan hMp mt ketha r;gm. '"YHunent d Kti!Oft · onethat 
reducn future expense. 

lnvesbng in ETL equipment reducesoperating C05ts. 
lmptoved energy efficMtncy results in lower tJniH'OY bills, 
reduced dimate change levy  ymenta and aflortena 
JNvbeck period•. 
So the nut time you're th'"•ing about in'IMtlng in 
plant ormec:hinery,thfnlt .bout future opereting 
costa- not lowest purch.M coat- and - your 
utility bills fall. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Complete your business tax return 

 

,.@1 ECA Non ECA 

 
g 8,000 

s 
6,000 

i 
" 4,000

 

z.ooo 
 
 
 
 

 

 
3.Start saving from day one 

 
C.pk..elowlllQelend ECA1..-e claimed ine MinHI• 
tax retufn.For tax purpo.. .your buatn...•l6o nMdt to 
k.ap records of thapul"dteMof plant .ldmec:htnery. 
including energy-aaving llqUiipment. 

Cl.inq capital allowances wtd ECAs is strllightforward 
but it •worthwhile talking toyour buai•••ac:countant 
et en.  r+y etegeto let dtetn know thet your bueine11 
he• lnCUfred qualifying -.penditure.Theeccountant 
tan..._ you know wh.t  .they need you to ptovide 
so that they can complete your businesSatax return. 

YOVI butine11cen deWn en ECA on the co.1of quelifying 
8qi.II!Pfntint.traniii)Oft.ltJOn of the 8q\I!Pf'*'IIIO the lite 
end for direct installation coata. For more inlorrmtion 
visit Her Ma jesty's R-nue and Customa-bsite at 
-.hmrc.gov.uk/manu..5/c:amanual/CA231001. ltm 

Purchasing Ellqual1fying equi pment cen improw 
tMh Row and lead to eoet  uvings morequickly thin 
you think.Such equtpm«t m•y not be •s c:oatly • 
you firat thought. 

Consider the enmp'-given, if yout buatnan had the 
c:hoK:eof purchasing efthef Ellqu.lifying equipment 
tllat c:o.ta C.KI,OOOor equipm«t that doe.not qualify 
for the ffiC:Oiting £.11,000,which woukf you thooee] 

Both products providethe same basicfunctionalrty. 
The Elllifying equipmen t uSM.    anergy10 
do tM s.-ne job but h•• prict pm of £1,000 

Moec buainesM8 woukl be tampl8d to opt for the kMeat 
c: al coat optK.n, however, by utililing en enhanced 
tsprtal ..lowarK:e the net eott to your buain...for tM 
rn qualifying equipnent would be £7,200',whereas 
fOt"the non-ETL qualifying equipment it would be 
£:8,49164  In dlort, in thisexample,tha ECA bridgn thll 
price pnmium.This mMna, in the v-er of purcheM, in 
net COitterme,the equipment that does not qualify 
for lhe En ia ac:tualty £1,296 ,_e expensive. 

 
 

look out for the En .ym.bol when prnew equipment.The symbol d1ows dl.t a 
product has been  independently assa55ed•   ns.t publ•s.hed Q""ltena and 15 on the ETPL. 

Nwav- remember ro •sk sales p ple .bour the ECA acheme.ldEll. Donthe uipmen t 
you are considering buying qual1fy fOt" en ECA? Is it on the ETU 

 
 
 
1A......._ Nhf -we!..ni,OOO • MMI'It. ._ .......• :zn,_,.,..la•a-..       .•_,_.....M•ef 

'Av.........ftfi.I,---.•Annu.I..,_Atlow-.....WMri,Ootali'!I;W,.,.,fll  _,_... ._.d(l4 
"- 
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http://www.carbontrust.co.uklaca/


 

What technologies qualify? 
If your business is thinking of investing in energy-saving plant or machinery 
then the following technologies are specified in the ETL. The ETL is periodically 

 
 
Tl"le Carbon Trut.t i& a not-for-profit company with the mi&sion to 
acceleratethe move to a lowca rbon eoonomv.We provide speci,ali&t 
support to business and the public sector to helpcut carbon 

reviewed and technologies can be added or removed. Within each  technology ;f :;V!.ne l::  r::: = :ar J ,' :e&. 

area there  can be multiple sub-technologies. 
lower carbon emissions, the development of lowcarbon btninet.ses, 
increaa.ed energy security and associated job&.. 

We hpto cutc.arbon emiuiom now by: 

• Providing specialist advice a ndfinance to help organisatiom 

•Air-to-air anergy recovery 

•Automatic monrtoring and targeting (AMT) 
•Boiler equipment 
•Combined heat a nd po'Ner (CHP• 
•Compressed air equipment 
•Compact hea t exchangers 
•I-leal pumpsfor space h.eating 
•Heating.ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) 

zone controls 
•Lighti rtg 
•Motorsand drives 

•Pipework im1ulation 

•R adiant and wa rm ai r hea ters 

•R ef rigeration equipment 
•Solar thermal sy:stema 

•Unintenuptible power supplies 

!=or mora information visi t www.au.gov.uk/anargy 
or www.carbontrust.co.ukleca 

cut carbon 

• Setting standard&for carbon reduction 

We reduce pot•ntia l future c.arboneminioot by: 

• Opening m.1rtel$ for lowcarbon technologie& 

• leading industry oollaborationstocommercialisetechnologies 

• lnV(';.ting in•a rty-stage low carbooCQmpllll. 

www.carbontrust.co.uk 
0800  085  2005 

 
 
 

Find out more about  ECAs and the ETL 
 

Information for purchasers 
For businessea with questionsabout ttle ECA setlema or 
the ETL please visi t www.eca.goY.uk /eea,or contact 
the Carbon  Trust Customer Centre on oaoo 0852005or 
emeit customercentre@c.arbon trust.co.ul 

For te:enquiries relating to the ECA scheme,please 
contact Nick Willia ms at HM RavSflue & Customson 
020 7147 2541, or email nichols:s williamshmrc.gsi. 
gov.uk or visit w -.hmrc:.gov.uk/ 
manuals/camanual/ CA23100.ht m 

 
Information for manufacturers or suppliers 
Manufacturers or suppliers wis:hi ng to list products on 
the ETL should visi t -w.eca.gov.u k/etl/psrtner. 
Alternatively,contact the ETL Product Administrator on 
tla70190 6236or emeil ECAOue:stionsticarbontrust.co.uk 

Interest freeloans 
TAe Carbon Trust offers interest free Energy-Efficiency 
Loans for tAe purcAase of energy-saving equipment. 
Loans and ECA can be used together.Loa,.s are a 
costaffective way to replace or upijrada your 8J(isting 
equipment with a mora energy efficient version. 
Small .ami med i u m sized enterprises can borrow 
from £:3,00010 £500,000" onan unsecured basis and 
payableov81" a period of u p to four years.ThBI"a are 
no arrangement fees and applying isstraightforward_ 
Go to www.carbontrusLco.uk/loa ns to fin.d out mora. 
"Subjod:l<ldigi>il ity R<g OIIolll .....,;.,r......ppv. 

 
ACT ONeo,is1he Govemmen"sionili.Miwto hdp 
indMdualsunderstlmd sndreduoetheir...ttonfootprint. 
Vo" sil ltttp:N-nco  OY.uk k>rmore infonnation. 

 
 
T.... C.,.t;.onT"' "''"'iws fn:orn<><>-rnmc-nl indllding tlt.,p•l"lmo<onlof En...-gy..detimal., 
:!'.:';!"....;,.   m:.:::_Transport. lftft StoollidaGo....,.r....,.,..l.tfto.Wrlslt As..,...bly mmc-not 

Wllihlree-.KeSie  "-'ebeenlabtl toenwredWitlhe infom\.r:iooloontained withintt.ispublil!slion 
iscoroem,.tlteaudi<H"s.theCarbonT,..st, ibagenb,.DOnU"aai<H"s.and....,·conlulctors give lloll warr...ry 
and m'*"""' repre-tation as toiu..,.,..-acy.and accepl noabilitylor anyerr<><sot ominiDIIL 
Any trademllrk.l,servioe .......Uor logosllsedin lhispublic«iott,.and CIOP'f""ighllin il,arethepropo-rtr 
oft""CarloOflo Tfllst.NolhinQ in lhispllb5ooltioftshllll becOMtruedasiJiaMiftgMI'f...,_Drri9hf.1<1 - 
orreprodltoe anyof the trademarll.,oervicem...U.IoWD.,.,"9'1'righc<>< anypt<>priet..-yinfO<maotiool in sny 
way  ttbeC...boftTrust"s priorwrilll!flpHmission.TMCarbon Tt   stenforc.es inf ring......,..ts 
of ilsinlelleCII.....propeny righllstotheWexleiW pennitledby t.w. 

The Carbon Tn st is•oompanr limitedby g...,antee ..,d..,giste-:1in Engl•nd and Walesunder 
Cono,_.y n""'be< 4190230with its Registffed Offic.,.t:8:th floor.3C...ml!fll·l s tnn.lond001oWC2A 2AL 
Pr1<1Hidon peper ono.,lr>lnJI•m-....noi1'J% r""'yoc  . dol ln-edpost"CIOnsumer waS<... 

Publisbed ift theUK: Jan......,.20tO. 
OTheC.rbon Tnnt 2010.AIIIights reoerved. 
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